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Mobius Shawl Wrap
& Hooded Cowl
with YouTube Help Video
by Donna Wolfe from

Here’s a cool looking shawl that is easier to make than it looks. And it is easily customized to fit
your size perfectly. Named after the German mathematician August Ferdinand Möbius, the wrap
is made in one continuous piece. Check out the how-to video on the Naztazia YouTube channel
here: http://youtube.com/naztazia And feel free to Pin photos or check out other info at:
http://naztazia.com
Materials:
3 skeins Lion Brand Yarns Wool-Ease Tonal (124 yds/113 m per skein) for a Small, Medium or
Large shawl. 4 skeins for XL or Plus sizes. Sample used the color Sand.
Size P (brands vary from 10 mm-12 mm) crochet hook
Yarn needle, Scissors, Soft Tape Measure (optional)
Size/Gauge
Finished sample is: 50” (127 cm) circumference with a height of 25” (63.5 cm).
Terminology:
CH = Chain
RND = Round
SLST = Slip Stitch
ST = Stitch
Instructions:
I highly recommend checking out my video for this Mobius shawl for the easiest trick in the world
for keeping your chain straight when forming a ring. http://youtube.com/naztazia
BEGIN
Slipknot. CH 62. SLST to first CH to form a ring. Be sure to watch the video!
RND 1: CH 3. 1 DC in each CH around (61 DC + CH 3 = 62 DC). Do not join. Pivot work and work 1
DC on opposite side of CH (62 DC). SLST to initial CH 3.
RND 2: CH 3. 1 DC in each ST around (124 DC). SLST to initial CH 3.
RNDs 3+: Repeat RND 2.
Continue on for as many rounds as you wish. Sample has a total of 12 full rounds. From the back
it looks like you’ve made 24 rows, because you are crocheting along both the top and bottom
edges simultaneously. Once completed, cut and weave in all ends.
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